SECOND MESA

Second Mesa has road-side vendors where locally made crafts are sold, as well as multiple galleries. Second Mesa villages produce intricately coiled baskets and Katsina dolls. There are three villages on Second Mesa: Shungopavi (were most religious and ceremonial activities are centered), Sipaulovi (the last village to be established after the Pueblo Revolt) and Mishongnovi. On Second Mesa there are many places to explore: picnic areas, a campground, a restaurant, The Hopi Arts and Crafts Silvercraft Cooperative Guild, The Hopi Cultural Center, and a hotel.

Second Mesa Style
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Village Community Development Offices:
Mishongnovi Village............(928) 737-2520
Sipaulovi Village..............(928) 734-7135
Shungopavi Village.............(928) 734-2262